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We work every day to create a sustainable 
and humane society through digitalization 
and innovation.



We are Knowit in everything 
we do, say, and create.

Our visual identity should reflect this.



Who is this 
introduction for?

For anyone at Knowit who
uses Office 365
creates presentations
makes budgets and sales offers
who communicate internal and external 
through prints, ads and events

Check out the full brandbook

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/introduction/


Visual identity
/ Why and how



Keep it
simple

Our visual identity is in many ways our 
apparel and a visualization of our personality.

Our values and goals of a sustainable, 
inclusive, and humane society are reflected 
in our basic elements.

We have complex matters to present, and 
need to communicate with simple, clean 
components, colors, and typography.

/ Have fun!

Check out the full brandbook

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/introduction/


Clean / Fun /
Light / Easy to use / 
Calm / Make room 
for content



Clean / Fun /
Light / Easy to use / 
Calm / Make room 
for content



The Knowit logotype
/ Our hero



Give it
space

We have a friendly, light, simple, 
honest and subtle logo, and we 
want to preserve that impression 
by placing it on clean and airy 
surfaces.

Check out our brandbook for more info 

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/logos/




The tiny 
building block

This little ‘pixel’ sprang from the slab 
serif of the logo, and is the building 
block that serves to unite all elements 
in our visual identity.

It’s a pixel. A serif. A spark. 
A detail in an icon.

It represents the way we unite and 
collaborate with people and tasks.



Typography
/ Arial is our choice in 
99.999% of all cases



Why
Arial

We searched for a timeless, honest and 
truly user friendly font that reflects Knowit’s
values and was accessible for everyone.

We chose Arial.

It might be an underdog in the design 
world, but we all love underdogs, so...

This is user friendly design!

/ Arial is our everyday hero!

Easy to 
use & 
always 
there
/ Arial Regular

Check out our brandbook for more info 

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/visual-identity/typography/


Big
or bold

Arial Regular looks really nice used big. 
You can even drop illustrations or pictures.

Default is king! Set the text left-aligned, 
with default spacing between lines and 
letters. Easy and consistent.

/ Enjoy your Arial!

12,8%
Netsales increased by 
12,8 percent to
3083,3 (2 733,5) million



Arial for Knowit
/ for long lasting 
strategic words 
and sayings

Add a small ‘pixel’ to letters in Arial 
and you get Arial for Knowit. The 
font is our contribution to help Arial 
being less alone and to bring all 
graphic elements closer together.



We will not release the font for 
general use in the organization, 
but if you need any long lasting 
strategic words or sayings, you 
can order word-pictures 
from us.

/ We’ll be happy to help ;)









Colors
/ Organic & poppy



Colors

Colors are important identifiers that 
make Knowit POP!

Our colors are inspired by warm, organic 
hues that go well with our goals and values.

Try a harmonic background in 
Forest, Leather, Pear or Flamingo? 
Or make something pop using Lollipop!

Check out our brandbook for more info 

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/visual-identity/colors/


The spark
/ Spark up your day



A sparky
icon

Three lines in unity, our little spark!

The spark adds warmth, energy, 
humanity, and a ‘blink’ to texts, 
images and decorative icons.

/ Make it blink and pop.

Check out our brandbook for more info 

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/visual-identity/decorative-icons/


The arrow
/ Show me the way



Focus on
content

The arrow represents clarity, focus 
and direction and is a natural part of 
our digital life and visual identity.

It enjoys standing out and is used 
mainly in Black and Lollipop.

Use it as a way finding decor element 
and as support for clean typography.

Check out our brandbook for more info 

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/visual-identity/decorative-icons/


Decorative icons
/ For serious fun



Connections 
& collaborations

Created from the building block, angles, 
curves and details from typography we’ve 
made over 100 icons that symbolize life 
and connections and how we all are small 
pixels in a bigger picture.

If you miss an icon or two you can order 
them from us.

/ We’ll be happy to help ;)

Icons are available in .png, .svg
and some even as animated .gif’s Check out our brandbook for more info 

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/visual-identity/decorative-icons/


Patterns
/ Fills the void



Made of
sparks

The pattern is built from the Spark icon.

You can use the pattern in it’s repeating 
state, or blow it up on a background or 
photo, to create interesting combinations.

Check out our brandbook for more info 

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/visual-identity/patterns/




Picture mannerisms
/ Both technology 
& humanity



Always on 
the light side

Our photographic style is focused on clean 
and simple images of both technology and 
humanity with a positive, light, realistic and 
honest look and feel.

Tips: Adding movement will provide a more 
interesting and organic depth to the images 
and move us closer to our goals and 
values.

Check out our brandbook for more info 

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/visual-identity/image-mannerisms/




In our official brand book, you will find tools, 
instruments and guidelines to help you manage 
our fabulous branding universe!

Q & A’s?

Check out the full brandbook

Any questions?
Don't hesitate to contact
Ida.Tilemo@knowit.se
at Knowit's communication department

https://www.knowit.se/brandbook/introduction/
mailto:Ida.Tilemo@knowit.se



